
Commercial &
Industrial Program

PRESCRIPTIVE LIGHTING PROGRAM

MMLD's Prescriptive Lighting Program is a fast track process for reviewing and
implementing lighting projects where lighting fixtures have been identified by
licensed electricians with cost quotations. The rebates are clearly identified on the
application, making it easy to determine the incentive for each project.

Through the NextZero program, Marblehead Municipal
Light Department (MMLD) offers energy audits to help

commercial and industrial (C&I) customers identify energy
savings measures that lower energy usage and reduce

energy costs. Armed with an audit report, C&I customers
can create a plan with the help of a local contractor to

implement energy savings measures and submit
applications for rebates to help reduce the costs of

measures from MMLD. MMLD offers four different types of
programs to help C&I customers implement energy

efficiency upgrades.

PRESCRIPTIVE HVAC PROGRAM

MMLD's Prescriptive HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) Program is a
streamlined process for reviewing and implementing HVAC projects. This program is
ideal for C&I customers who have identified HVAC improvement projects and have
procured cost quotations from licensed installers. 

CUSTOM RETROFIT PROGRAM

MMLD's Custom Retrofit Program is ideal for C&I customers who are interested in
general energy efficiency upgrades, but do not have a specific project in mind. C&I
customers submit an application to be enrolled into the program. Once the
application is received, the NextZero team will work with the customer and their
preferred contractors to fully define work scopes for the recommended projects,
including a cost-effectiveness evaluation based on estimated annual energy savings.

NEW CONSTRUCTION AND MAJOR RENOVATION PROGRAM

There is no better time to plan energy savings than when planning a new
construction or major renovation project and MMLD offers a NextZero program to
help C&I customers plan such projects. C&I customers may qualify for co-funding of
technical services, custom incentives, or prescriptive rebates to help maximize the
efficiency of their project. 

LEARN MORE
www.NextZero.org/Marblehead/Commercial
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